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I. INTRODUCTION

The adoption by many African countries of liberalization
principles and policies placing emphasis on private sector in their
economic development had opened up the African mining industry to both
domestic- and foreign-based private sector.

This paper deals with the participation of African private sector
(companies, entrepreneurs groups, ordinary people) in both large- and
small-scale operations.

After a brief on African private entities involved in large-scale
mining operations, it:

(a) reviews factors which, in some countries, facili ta ted the
involvement of nationals in such activities; and

(b) suggests co-operation between
private sector as one of the
participation of indigenous
activities.

domestic- and foreign-based
strategies to increase the

small operators in mining

II. AFRI CAN PRIVATE
OPERATIONS.

ENTITIES INVOLVED IN LARGE SCALE MINING

African private entities involved in large-scale mining operations
could be divided into:

(a) Those which were prominent before the 1990s; and

(b) Those arising with the advent of privatization.

The first group includes South African private companies. Firms
such as Anglo-American Corporation, Johannesburg Consolidated Investment
Company Limited(JCI) and Rangold & Exploration Company Limited have big
financial capacity or high possibility to raise funds from capital
markets (local or foreign), wide technical experience and management
capacity, which allow them to take advantage of unprecedented investment
opportunities in mineral resources created by liberalization and
privatization in many African countries. Indeed:

(a) Anglo-American Corporation, the South Africa's biggest
company, recently surprised those involved or interested in
mining by buying 5.9% of Lonrho, whose interests among
others include 37% of Ashanti Goldfields of Ghana. Very
active in Zimbabwe, the company had also expressed its
interest in Zambia Consolidated Copper Mines Ltd (ZCCM) and
Poura gold mines of Burkina Faso.

(b) Johannesburg Consolidated Investment Company (JCI) has
minerals interests in Southern Africa, East and West Africa.
Two years ago, JCI negotiated an alliance wi th Tan Range
Corporation, a Canadian mining firm with properties in
Tanzania, Ethiopia and Zambia. Through that alliance, the
Canadian firm will benefit from JCI financial backing,
technical support and wide experience. JCI is a major mining
finance house wi th over $2 billion in assets and a market
capitalization of approximately $1.5 billion.

(c) Rangold & Exploration Company Limited, established on 29
September 1992, to take over the gold interests and minerals
rights of Rands Mine, is very active in Namibia, Tanzania,
Gabon, Cote d'Ivoire, Mali and Senegal.

Examples in the second group are

(a)
(b)

The Ashanti Goldfields Corporation
Ordinary people.
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As well known, in 1994, the Government of Ghana floated Ashanti
Goldfieds Ltd. Through that transaction, the Government was able to
raise funds, part of which have been used by Ashanti Goldfields
Corporation (AGC) to finance exploration and minerals development
expenditures outside Ghana.

The case of AGC is very interesting. In less than four years, a
former State-owned and controlled company had become a dynamic
transnational mining company, with minerals interests in Ethiopia, Mali,
Guinea and Senegal.

The privatization of Ashanti Goldfields also gave opportunities to
nationals of Ghana to participate in a transaction concerning a large

scale mining operation. Indeed, proceeds from the sale of Ashanti
Goldfields Ltd amounted to US$ 454 million. Of that amount, 67 million
were -from ghanaians.

Participation of Ghanaian nationals in the privatization of
Ashanti was made possible by the commitment of the Ghanaian Government
to get its nationals "share in what was widely regarded as the country's
most important national asset".

Special arrangements were made to achieve that target:

(a) First, a local awareness programme was set up, including:

(i) Advertisements in the local media;

(ii) Seminars in Ghana and other countries of the sub
region;

(iii) Information on the Ghana Stock Exchange (how it works)
and on the principles of equity investments.

(b) Secondly, two different structures of the offer were developed
because of the small size of the newly established Ghanaian
stock exchange market (it was set up in 1995) compared to the
size of Ashanti offering (the AG market capitalization was four
times the total market capitalization of the 15 mining
companies listed in the stock exchange) .

(i) For international investors, the offer prices ranged
from $17 to $ 20;

(ii) For Ghanaians,
Investors were requested to specify the amount (in
$ or local currency) which they wished to
invest;

Number of shares offered were fixed
international offer price had been set
balance was returned to the investor);

after
(any

the
cash

Five free shares to be held in an employee trust
were offered to each of the 10, 000 employees to
allow them participate in the privatization
process.

A second offering (small) of shares was made in
Ghana after the closure of international and
Ghanaians offers. The price for this second batch
of offers, available only to Ghanaians was US$ 20
per share. The number of shares was limited to 100.
The offer remained open for about 36 days.

This example of participation of nationals in a privatization
process was worthnoty, because it tends to show that under some
circumstances, it is possible to raise money from African nationals.
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Another case of mobilization of funds from nationals we wish to
report, although money raised was not directed to minerals industry,
took place in Cameroon in 1993. In that country, US$ 9.2 million were
raised from ordinary people, after the Government issued a private
sector bond.

Those two cases of mobilization of domestic funds from individuals
are very interesting in the sense that they also tend to:

(a) Remove the issue of financial weakness of the African private
sector from the core of the problem (low participation of
nationals minerals industry); and

(b)Put the emphasis on the strategies to channel African domestic
private sector funds to minerals industries.

In the case of Ghana, the special arrangements made by the
Government for people to participate in the privatization process were
determinant factors to ensure that participation. Similar approaches to
involve ordinary people in large scale mining operations have been
reported in other regions of the world. For example:

(a) In Bolivia. In the privatization of the State-owned Vinto
Smelter Complex, the Bolivian Government offered 50% of the
shares of the Company to private companies on the basis of
capital investment and the remaining 50% to adult Bolivians
through a private pension scheme;

(b) Peru. In the privatization of Pampa Blanca-Vizzacahani
alluvial gold deposits, the Government set up a policy
formalising the assets of local groups of investors to help
them participate in that transaction. This action of the
government resulted in the creation of a sense of
protected property rights which encouraged the local groups
to inject their money in the venture.

III. COOPERATION BETWEEN AFRICAN SMALL OPERATORS AND FOREIGN-BASED
PRIVATE SECTOR AS A STRATEGY TO INCREASE PARTICIPATION OF AFRICAN

DOMESTIC PRIVATE SECTOR IN MINERALS INDUSTRIES

Participation in large scale mining operations is one way to
increase the participation of domestic private sector in the minerals
industries in Africa. Another one is an increased involvement of small
operators in small ,scale mining.

Studies on the preliminary assessment of private sector
involvement in the African minerals industry over the past five years
carried out by the United Nations Economic Commission For Africa shows
that

(a) Foreign-based private sector is more involved in large scale
mining operations;

(b) Domestic private
more concentrated
main target.

sector efforts
on small scale

in minerals
mining wi th

industry
gold as

are
the

However, cooperation between these two sectors is possible. This
co-operation could be in form of:

(a) Arrangements through which:

(i) Foreign mining firms could use small operators to
define mineralization trends and in some cases, locate
big deposi ts. (Discoveries of small operators are not
always related to major gold deposits at depth.
However they provide an interesting surface which,
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when properly reported on the map, may define new
mineralization trends) .

(ii) Small operators could have access to tailings and
mines sites abandoned by foreign firms ;

(b) Joint ventures in mining and marketing: The presence in such
ventures of foreign private sector, with its wide experience
in exploration, exploitation, processing, marketing and
moreover in dealing with outside world, would:

(i) Help lift some constraints to domestic private
investment in medium/large scale mining such a:

Fear to invest in risky operations or activities
with no guarantee of quick return;

Limi ted knowledge of
management capaci ty,
to concentrate its
mining; and

mining techniques and of
which compels that sector

efforts on small-s cale

(ii) Stimulate the inj ection small operators
private sector (in general) funds
industries.

and domestic
in mining

IV . CONCLUDING REMARKS

Liberalization and privatization have removed restrictions on
domestic private sector participation in many operations. Yet, that
sector's contribution to the minerals industry of the continent is still
low.

Paradoxically, in many African countries, in the absence of
prominent domestic private sector it is up to governments to promote the
participation of private entities in large-scale mining operation by
devising some strategies.

Foreign-based private sector co-operation is needed to help
African small investors to increase and update their activities.
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